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Introduction 

Paragon Hard Disk Manager 14 Hyper-V Preview is designed to protect virtual machines hosted by Microsoft Hyper-V. 

Unlike traditional backup tools designed to work with physical machines, it can operate at the virtualization layer, 

employing MS VSS (Volume Shadow Copy Service) to agentlessly backup/restore any guest machine of Hyper-V. Thus 

our solution doesn’t need an agent on a target virtual machine to create its point-in-time copy including its 

configuration, operating system, apps, etc. This approach significantly enhances the backup performance, while 

minimizing the load on target machines and the hypervisor during the process. Besides, there’s no need to provide 

credentials for every guest to do backups. 

The current version of HDM 14 Hyper-V Preview can only protect entire virtual machines (online or offline) registered on 

a local Hyper-V host, where our product is launched. External hosts with their guest machines are not supported, please 

use Paragon’s Protect & Restore to accomplish this type of scenarios. Hyper-V guest machines can be backed up directly 

to pVHD (Paragon Virtual Hard Drive), VMDK, VHD, or VHDX virtual containers. If using VHD/VHDX as target backup 

format, you can attach the resulted backup image to an existing virtual machine of Hyper-V and OS will be launched 

successfully. If using pVHD – there will be available additional options like high-level compression, encryption, or image 

splitting. Resulted virtual containers can be stored on a local disk (mounted/unmounted), a mapped network share, or 

by UNC path. To optimize storage capacities our product supports the incremental imaging, where each new increment 

describes the changes between the current state of the backup object and the previous state. 

When time comes for disaster recovery, HDM 14 Hyper-V Preview enables to restore a previously backed up virtual 

machine to a new location according to a certain time stamp (if several available). You’ve also got the option to retrieve 

certain files from virtual containers through Connect VD and File Transfer Wizard. 

In this manual you will find the answers to many of the technical questions, which might arise while using the program. 

 

 

Our company is constantly releasing new versions and updates to its software, that's why 

images shown in this manual may be different from what you see on your screen. 

Features Overview 

This chapter dwells upon key benefits and technical highlights of the product. 

Features  

Let us list some of the features: 

User Friendly Fault Minimizing Interface 

 Graphical representation of the data to gain a better understanding. 

 A handy Launcher to easily find and run the required tasks. 

 Comprehensive wizards to simplify even the most complex operations. 

 A context sensitive hint system for all functions of the program.  

 Previewing the resulting layout of hard disks before actually executing operations (so-called virtual 

operations). 

Backup Facilities 

 Archive Database to help the user easily manage backup images (get properties, add, delete, mount, etc.). 
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This feature is only available for the Windows installation of the program. 

 

 Available location for backup images: 

- Backup to local mounted partitions. 

- Backup to local unmounted (without drive letter assigned) partitions. 

- Backup to an external mounted storage to provide for a higher level of data protection and system 

independence. 

- Backup to a network drive to stand a better chance of success in case of a hard disk failure. 

 Check VD Integrity Wizard to check integrity of created virtual containers. The function allows distinguishing 

between valid and corrupted images before using them. 

For Hyper-V guest machines: 

 Hyper-V Backup Wizard to agentlessly back up entire virtual machines (online/offline) hosted by Hyper-V. Our 

product supports any guest machines supported by Hyper-V (Windows, Linux, etc.). 

 Hyper-V Incremental Backup Wizard to create incremental backup chains based on the base image. 

 Hyper-V Restore Wizard to restore a previously backed up virtual machine to a new location according to a 

certain time stamp. 

For Windows–based computers: 

 Backup to VD Wizard to protect separate partitions or entire hard disks. 

 Incremental Backup to VD Wizard to create incremental backup chains based on the base image. 

 Restore from VD Wizard to restore an entire image, separate disks or partitions from the previously created 

virtual container. 

Partition/Hard Disk Management Facilities 

 Basic functions for initializing, partitioning and formatting hard disks (create, format, delete). Instead of the 

standard Windows disk tools, the program supports all popular file systems. 

 Mount a partition (assign a drive letter) of any file system type to make it available for your operating system. 

 Modify file system parameters (make active/inactive, hide/unhide, etc.). 

Auxiliary Facilities 

 Connect VD to connect a virtual disk (virtual container) as if it’s an ordinary physical disk, thus opening up all 

functionality available for physical disks to virtual. 

 File Transfer Wizard to make such operations as transferring of files/directories or burning of them to CD/DVD 

as easy and convenient as possible. Providing access to Paragon backups as regular folders, it may also help to 

replace corrupted data from a previously created image in case of an operating system failure. 

Supported Technologies 

Along with using innovative technologies from outside, Paragon has developed a number of its own original 

technologies that make its products unique and attractive for customers: 
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 Paragon Power Shield™ technology to provide data consistency in case of a hardware malfunction, power 

outages or an operating system failure. 

 Paragon UFSD™ technology to browse partitions of any file system including hidden and unmounted, modify 

and copy files and folders, etc. 

 Paragon VIM™ (Virtual Image Management) technology that enables Paragon products work with virtual disks 

as though they are physical hard disks. 

 Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) to provide the copy/backup infrastructure for the Microsoft 

Windows XP/Vista/7/Server 2003/2008 operating systems. It offers a reliable mechanism to create consistent 

point-in-time copies of data known as shadow copies. Developed by Microsoft in close cooperation with the 

leading copy/backup solution vendors on the market, it is based on a snapshot technology concept. 

 GUID Partition Table (GPT). It is the next generation of a hard disk partitioning scheme developed to lift 

restrictions of the old MBR. GPT disks are now supported by Windows Vista/7, Server 2008, Mac OS X and Linux. 

Supported File Systems 

 Full read/write access to FAT16/FAT32 partitions. 

 Full read/write access to NTFS (Basic Disks) under Windows, Linux and PTS DOS. Compressed NTFS files are also 

supported. 

 Full read/write access to Ext2FS/Ext3FS/Ext4FS partitions. 

 Limited read/write access to Apple HFS+ partitions. 

 

 

Unfortunately, support of non-Roman characters for the HFS+ file system is unavailable at 

the moment. The company is about to implement it in the nearest future. 

 

Supported Media 

 Support of both MBR and GPT hard disks (2.2TB+ disks included) 

 IDE, SCSI and SATA hard disks 

 SSD (Solid State Drive) 

 AFD (Advanced Format Drive) 

 Non-512B sector size drives 

 CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-R, DVD+R, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, DVD-R, DVD+R double layer and also Blu-ray discs 

 FireWire (i.e. IEEE1394), USB 1.0, USB 2.0, USB 3.0 hard disks 

 PC card storage devices (MBR and GPT flash memory, etc.) 

Getting Started 

In this chapter you will find all the information necessary to get the product ready to use. 

System Requirements 

 Windows 8.1 with Hyper-V role 

 Windows Server 2012 R1/R2 with Hyper-V role 
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Additional requirements: 

 To install and run the product the target OS should have Visual Studio C++ 2010 Runtime Library installed 

(comes with the installation package – you will be prompted to install it, if it’s not been found in the system). 

 

 
During the installation additional free space (up to 1GB) will be required. 

 

Additional requirements 

 Network card to send/retrieve data to/from a network computer 

 External USB hard drive to store data. 

Installation 

Before the installation, please make sure the systems requirements are met. If everything is OK, please do the following 

to install the product: 

 

 

In case there is some previous version of the program installed on the computer, the 

program will offer the user to uninstall it first. 

 

1. Click on the supplied setup file to initiate the installation. First your system will be checked for the presence of 

Visual Studio C++ 2010 Runtime Library and if not found, you will be prompted to install it (comes with the 

installation package). Click Install to continue. 

 

2. The Welcome page will inform that the application is being installed. Click Next to continue. 

3. Please Read Paragon License Agreement carefully and then select the appropriate option to accept. Otherwise 

you won’t be able to proceed with the installation. By clicking the Print button, the license agreement may also 

be printed out. 

4. Provide your product key and serial number. 

5. On the Customer Information page you are to provide the standard customer information, i.e. a user name and 

an organization. Besides you need to decide whether to make the program available for all users of this 

computer (if several) or only for the current one. 

6. On the next page, click Change to install the utility to a different location (by default C:\Program Files\Paragon 

Software\Paragon Hard Disk Manager 14 Hyper-V Preview\). Otherwise click Next to continue. 
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7. On the Ready to Install the Program page click Install to start the installation or Back to return to any of the 

previous pages and modify the installation settings. 

8. The Final page reports the end of the setup process. Click Finish to complete the wizard. 

First Start 

To start Paragon Hard Disk Manager 14 Hyper-V Preview under Windows, please click the Windows Start button and 

then select Programs > Paragon Hard Disk Manager™ 14 Hyper-V Preview > Paragon Hard Disk Manager™. 

 

 

The program provides wide opportunities in the field of hard disk structure modification, so 

just to be on the safe side, please make a backup of your data before carrying out any 

operation. 

 

The first component that will be displayed is called the Express Launcher. Thanks to a well thought-out categorization 

and hint system, it provides quick and easy access to wizards and utilities that we consider worth using on a regular 

basis. With its help you can also start up the traditional launcher or the help system. 

 

Typical Scenarios 

This chapter lists a number of the most frequently used scenarios that may be accomplished with the program. You can 

find here useful recommendations and descriptions of operations. 
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Backup Scenarios 

Backing up a guest machine of Hyper-V 

To create a backup of an offline or online guest machine hosted by Hyper-V Server, please do the following: 

1. Click the Backup & Restore tab on the Ribbon Panel, then select Hyper-V Backup. 

2. On the Wizard's Welcome page, click the Next button. 

3. The wizard will list all virtual machines resided on the local Hyper-V Server. Click on the required machine, then 

pick a timestamp you’d like to back up (if several available). Click Next to proceed. 

 

4. By default, the wizard will back up the specified virtual machine to a pVHD virtual container, which you can 

change however to VMDK, VHD, or VHDX. If using VHD/VHDX as target backup format, you can attach the 

resulted backup image to an existing virtual machine of Hyper-V and OS will be launched successfully. If using 

pVHD – there will be available additional options like high-level compression, encryption, or image splitting. 

 

5. Specify location of the resulted virtual container in the ‘Backup destination’ section. If you’d like to save it 

locally, either enter a full path to the target folder in the corresponding field or use the Browse button to find it. 

 

If you’re going to save the backup image on a network share, or a physical partition (a partition that doesn’t 

have a drive letter in the system), click on the Browse button. In the opened dialog you can see several options: 
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- Select Disk Drives to use a local disk as backup destination; 

- Select Partitions to use a physical partition as backup destination; 

- Select Backup Capsules to use a Paragon’s backup capsule as backup destination. Please note that this 

product doesn’t enable to create or modify the backup capsule. If you’d like to store virtual containers on 

this type of backup storage, please use other Paragon’s products to create it. 

- Click on the Map Network Drive icon to map a network share to use it as backup destination (our case). 

6. Edit the default archive name and description in the ‘Archive details’ section if necessary. Click Next to proceed. 

 

7. Click Finish to complete the wizard, then apply the pending changes. 

Creating an incremental update to backup of a Hyper-V guest machine 

You’re allowed to do several incremental chains based on one base image. Creation of incremental chains, where each 

new increment describes the changes between the current state of the backup object and the previous state, enables to 

optimize storage capacities, while keeping several time stamps of the same data. 

To update a backup image, please do the following: 

1. Click the Backup & Restore tab on the Ribbon Panel, then select Hyper-V Incremental Backup. 

2. On the Wizard's Welcome page, click the Next button. 

3. On the Browse for Archive page, specify the required full (base) archive: 

 By clicking the Switch to Archive List View link, you can see a list of Hyper-V images contained in the 

Archive Database (if any). 
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To get a clear-cut picture on properties of the required image, just click on it and the section below will (i.e. 

Archive File Details) display a short description. By additionally clicking the View Hyper-V backup detailed 

structure link, you can get information on the archive contents. 

 

 By clicking the Switch to File View link, you can find the required image in the browser-like window. The 

section below (i.e. Archive File Details) will also display a short description of the selected image. By 

additionally clicking the View Hyper-V backup detailed structure link, you can get information on the 

archive contents. 
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Our product enables to create several incremental chains to one base image, provided each chain contains 

changed data of a particular backup object(s). This option allows much flexibility in managing backup contents. 

In the wizard incremental chains will be automatically associated with their base image. 

 

You’re allowed to merge contents of the last increment in the chain with the previous one, thus updating its 

contents. To do that, please select the required last increment, click the Merge with parent button, then 

confirm the operation. The merge operation will be accomplished once you confirm it. 
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If you’ve got one increment in the chain, the merge operation will result in update of the 

base image, provided there’s only one incremental chain from it. Otherwise, the merge 

operation will be unavailable. 

 

4. Edit the default description to the created incremental image if necessary. 

 

5. Click Finish to complete the wizard, then apply the pending changes. 

After the operation is completed you receive an incremental update to the selected backup image, placed next to the 

base image. 

Backing up a local host to network entirely or by separate volumes 

To back up an entire hard disk or a separate partition and then place the resulted image to a network share, please do 

the following: 

1. Click the Backup & Restore tab on the Ribbon Panel, then select Backup to VD. 

2. On the Wizard's Welcome page, click the Next button. 

3. Select partitions or entire hard disks you’d like to back up by using Shift or Ctrl to select several objects at once. 

Click Next to proceed. 
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You’ve got the option to modify the default backup settings by marking the appropriate 

checkbox on this page. 

By default the program will take into account exclude filters set in the Settings dialog. 

 

4. Specify location of the resulted pVHD in the ‘Backup destination’ section. If you’d like to save it locally, either 

enter a full path to the target folder in the corresponding field or use the Browse button to find it. 

 

If you’re going to save the backup image on a network share, or a physical partition (a partition that doesn’t 

have a drive letter in the system), click on the Browse button. In the opened dialog you can see several options: 
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- Select Disk Drives to use a local disk as backup destination; 

- Select Partitions to use a physical partition as backup destination; 

- Click on the Map Network Drive icon to map a network share to use it as backup destination (our case). 

5. To map a network share, please do the following: 

 

- Click the standard browse button [...] to browse for the required network share or manually enter a path to 

it; 

- Define a  letter from the pull-down list of available drive letters; 

- Mark the checkbox to make this connection permanent. Otherwise it will only be available for the current 

Windows session; 

- Specify a user name and password to access the selected network share if necessary. 

 

 Click OK when ready. 

6. Edit the default archive name and description in the ‘Archive details’ section if necessary. Click Next to proceed. 

 

7. Click Finish to complete the wizard, then apply the pending changes. 

Creating an incremental update to a host backup 

You’re allowed to do several incremental chains based on one base pVHD. To update a pVHD backup image, please do 

the following: 

1. Click the Backup & Restore tab on the Ribbon Panel, then select Incremental Backup to VD. 

2. On the Wizard's Welcome page, click the Next button. 
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3. On the Browse for Archive page, specify the required full (base) partition archive: 

 By clicking the Switch to Archive List View link, you can see a list of images contained in the Archive 

Database (if any). Please note that only sector-based images of the new type (with a .pfi index file) are 

available to work with. 

 

To get a clear-cut picture on properties of the required image, just click on it and the section below will (i.e. 

Archive File Details) display a short description. 

 By clicking the Switch to File View link, you can find the required image in the browser-like window. The 

section below (i.e. Archive File Details) will also display a short description of the selected image. Please 

note that only sector-based images of the new type (with a .pfi index file) are available to work with. 
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Our product enables to create several incremental chains to one base pVHD, provided each chain contains 

changed data of a particular backup object(s). This option allows much flexibility in managing backup contents. 

In the wizard incremental chains will be automatically associated with their base image. 

 

You’re allowed to merge contents of the last increment in the chain with the previous one, thus updating its 

contents. To do that, please select the required last increment, click the Merge with parent button, then 

confirm the operation. The merge operation will be accomplished once you confirm it. 

 

 

 

The merge operation can only be accomplished if both participants (the last increment and 

its parent) are unmounted. Otherwise you’ll get a corresponding warning. 

 

If you’ve got one increment in the chain, the merge operation will result in update of the 

base image, provided there’s only one incremental chain from it. Otherwise, the merge 

operation will be unavailable. 

 

4. The Archive Content page displays detailed information about the contents of the archive. 
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Advanced backup settings are unavailable for this type of backup. 

 

5. Click Finish to complete the wizard, then apply the pending changes. 

After the operation is completed you receive an incremental update to the selected pVHD backup image, placed next to 

the base image. 

Recovery Scenarios 

Restoring a guest machine of Hyper-V 

Let’s assume that one the previously backed up Hyper-V virtual machines fails to boot because of a virus attack or 

corruption of some system critical files. No problem – you can easily get your virtual system back on track again. 

1. Click the Backup & Restore tab on the Ribbon Panel, then select Hyper-V Restore. 

2. On the Restore Wizard's Welcome page, click the Next button. 

3. Specify a virtual container you’d like to restore: 

 By clicking the Switch to Archive List View link, you can see a list of images contained in the Archive 

Database (if any). 
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To get a clear-cut picture on properties of the required image, just click on it and the section below will (i.e. 

Archive File Details) display a short description. 

 By clicking the Switch to File View link, you can find the required image in the browser-like window. The 

section below (i.e. Archive File Details) will also display a short description of the selected image. 

 

4. Specify where you’d like to restore the specified virtual machine and change its default name if necessary. If 

you’d like to restore it locally, either enter a full path to the target folder in the corresponding field or use the 

Browse button to find it. Click Next to initiate the operation. 
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You’re allowed to restore a Hyper-V virtual machine to a new location only. 

 

5. In the Progress window you can see in real-time a detailed report on all actions carried out by the program. 

Mark the checkbox at the bottom of the window to automatically switch off the computer on the successful 

accomplishment of the restore operation. 

 

Restoring a host system partition from a network drive 

Let’s assume that your computer fails to boot because of a virus attack or corruption of some system critical files. But 

you’ve got a backup of your hard disk on a remote backup server. That’s just enough to easily get your system back on 

track again. 

To restore your system partition from a backup image located on a network drive, please do the following: 

1. Click the Backup & Restore tab on the Ribbon Panel, then select Restore from VD. 

2. On the Restore Wizard's Welcome page, click the Next button. 

3. On the Browse for Archive page you need to specify the required backup image: 

 Map a network disk where your archives are placed: 

- Call the Map Network Drive dialog by clicking the appropriate button; 
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- Click the standard browse button [...] to browse for the required network share or manually enter a path 

to it; 

- Define a letter from the pull-down list of available drive letters; 

- Click the Connect as user button at the foot of the dialog page to specify a user name and password to 

access the selected network share if necessary. 

 Choose the required archive in the browser-like window. The Archive File Details section displays a short 

description of the selected image. If you need more information on the selected backup object, please click 

the corresponding link at the bottom of the section. Click Next to proceed. 

 

4. The What to Restore page displays detailed information about the contents of the archive. Select the required 

item to restore. 
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5. On the Where to Restore page specify a hard disk, then one of its partitions to restore the image to (if several in 

your computer). By default, the program offers to restore the archive exactly where it belongs. That’s what we 

actually need. 

 

 

 

All contents on the partition selected for restoring purposes will be deleted during the 

operation. 
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6. On the Restore Results page you can see the resulted disk layout. Besides there’s the possibility to change size 

of the partition and its location if necessary as well as assign a particular drive letter. 

 

7. Click Finish to complete the wizard, then apply the pending changes. 

8. In the Progress window you can see in real-time a detailed report on all actions carried out by the program. 

Mark the checkbox at the bottom of the window to automatically switch off the computer on the successful 

accomplishment of the restore operation. 

Retrieving separate files and folders from a virtual container  

To restore separate files and folders from a virtual container, you first need to connect it to our program and then use 
the File Transfer Wizard to copy backup data to some location: 
 
Connect a virtual container 
 

1. Click the Copy & Migration tab on the Ribbon Panel, then select Connect a Virtual Disk. 

2. In the opened dialog browse for the required virtual disk. You can connect a virtual disk from a local disk, a flash 

stick, a mapped network share, or CD/DVD/BD. When selecting one of the supported virtual disks, you will see 

detailed information on it below. 
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Although you’re allowed to map a network share for connecting a virtual disk, we do not 

recommend it due to modest performance, especially when you need to accomplish drive 

partitioning. 

Virtual disks connected from CD/DVD/BD will be available for reading only. 

All earlier connected virtual disks get on a special list, which can be seen by clicking the 

“Recent virtual disks” tab (inactive initially). Just select a disk you’ve already worked with, 

and then click “Connect” for the fast connection. 

 
3. By default the selected virtual disk will be connected in the read/write mode until you disconnect it or exit the 

program. There are several auxiliary options however that can help in particular situations: 

 

 Connect disk at the program start to have the virtual disk connected automatically at every program 

start. 

 Connect disk as read-only to prohibit modification of data on the virtual disk. 

 Non-destructive connect. It’s a special read/write mode, when all changes on the connected disk are 

being saved to a snapshot, thus providing complete safety for the original disk’s contents. If needed, this 

snapshot can later be merged with its parental disk by using standard tools of virtualization software 

vendor. 

 

 

If choosing connection in the read-only mode, the non-destructive connection will be 

disabled and vice versa. 

Since snapshots of Oracle VirtualBox are not supported, the non-destructive connection is 

unavailable for .vdi disks. 

 
4. Click Connect to accomplish the operation. The selected virtual disk will be available on the disk map, as if it’s an 

ordinary physical disk. 

Limitations: 

 A virtual disk opened for writing with a 3rd party tool (e.g. being used by a virtual machine) won’t be connected, 

as asynchronous parallel writing to the disk file will most likely result in data corruption; 

 A virtual disk opened for reading with a 3rd party tool (e.g. it’s a parent VMware disk, which snapshot is being 

used by a virtual machine) will be opened for reading only with the corresponding notification; 

 A double disk connection is prohibited. 

Retrieve data from the connected virtual container 
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5. Click the Tool Button on the Ribbon Panel, then select File Transfer Wizard… 

6. Select files you want to copy and place them to Clipboard by pressing the left arrow-button. 

 

7. On the Select Destination Type, choose the way the data will be stored. 

8. On the Select Destination Path page, specify the exact place to copy the data to. 

9. On the Transfer Summary page check all parameters of the operation. Click the Next button to accomplish the 

operation. 

10. After the operation is completed, close the wizard by pressing the appropriate button. 

Check VD integrity 

The program provides the ability to check integrity of virtual containers. The function allows distinguishing between 

valid and corrupted images before using them. 

Startup 

For virtual containers 

 Click the Backup & Restore tab on the Ribbon Panel, then select Check VD Integrity. 

Setup 

The wizard offers the following steps to accomplish the operation: 

 An archive to verify. The Browse for Archive page enables to find a backup image you need. 

By clicking the Switch to Archive List View link, you can see a list of images contained in the Archive Database (if 

any). 
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To get a clear-cut picture on properties of the required image, just click on it and the section below will (i.e. 

Archive File Details) display a short description. 

By clicking the Switch to File View link, you can find the required image in the browser-like window. The section 

below (i.e. Archive File Details) will also display a short description of the selected image. 

 

Moreover, on this page you’ve got the possibility to create new folders, delete existing files/folders or map 

network drives by clicking the appropriate buttons. 

 Revision of archive’s structure. By clicking Next for the selected virtual container you can see its properties in a 

bright graphical form. To initiate verification, please click Next one more time. 
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Result 

After the operation is completed you can see results of the check. 


